Prepare for an approach in a unique way, with Honeywell’s GoDirect Flight Preview. – Live

With Flight Preview, you can enhance your situational awareness to get an unprecedented preview of a procedure.

Flight Preview allows a pilot to brief for an approach using a traditional chart, as well as showing the same procedure in three dimensions. Our unique 3D view aids the pilot in preparing for an approach like never before.

Download from the Apple Store and learn more at: aerospace.honeywell.com/flightpreview
Enhance Your Situational Awareness

Reduce the guesswork in preparing for your approach.
Flight Preview includes a number of features designed to make your approach preparation faster, easier and more complete:

- 3D approach path and terrain
- View most approaches across the USA
- View FAA approach charts alongside your 3D rendered view
- View an approach with streaming satellite terrain or in synthetic vision mode
- Synthetic vision mode displays a 3D approach without an internet connection

Find Out More
To find out more about Honeywell’s Flight Preview, logon to: aerospace.honeywell.com/flightpreview

Pan, zoom and move around your charted approach—in immersive 3D.
Using streaming satellite data, we are able to render a more realistic view of your approach.
Rotate your device to landscape mode, and Flight Preview automatically displays a traditional chart alongside the rendered 3D approach.
Along with our intuitive playback controls, this allows you to prepare for an approach like never before.